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Radial Dependence of the Nucleon Effective Mass in10B
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The dynamic properties of the atomic nucleus depend strongly on correlations between the nucleons.
We present a combined analysis of inelastic electron-scattering data and electron-induced proton
knockout measurements in an effort to obtain phenomenological information on nucleon-nucleon
correlations. Our results indicate that the ratio of radial wave functions extracted from precise
10Bse, e0d and 10Bse, e0pd measurements evolve from an interior depression for smallEm, characteristic
of short-range correlations, to a surface-peaked enhancement for largerEm, characteristic of long-
range correlations. This observation can be interpreted in terms of the nucleon effective mass.
[S0031-9007(98)06023-2]

PACS numbers: 25.30.Fj, 14.20.Dh, 25.30.Dh, 27.20.+n

The independent-particle shell model (IPSM) of the
atomic nucleus is remarkably successful in describing a
variety of nuclear properties. In particular, IPSM wave
functions give a good account of single-nucleon transfer
and knockout measurements, such as obtained with the
quasielasticse, e0pd reaction [1–3], up to the Fermi mo-
mentum (kF ø 250 MeVyc). Nonetheless, single-particle
spectroscopic factors deduced fromse, e0pd data are found
to be systematically smaller than IPSM predictions [4–6].
This quenching has led to notions such as quasiparticle
wave functions and effective masses, concepts for describ-
ing the effects of nuclear binding and correlations between
nucleons that spread out the spectroscopic strength over
large energy and momentum ranges [7,8].

The local effective nucleon massmpsr, Edym may
be defined as the product of two components, thek
mass and theE mass, according tompsr, Edym 
fmksr , Edymg fmEsr , Edymg. The k mass takes into ac-
count the nonlocality of the nuclear mean field by means
of an additional energy (E) dependence, and resembles
the well-known Perey factor. TheE mass describes the
coupling of hole states to low-lying collective excitations
of the target nucleus (long-range correlations, LRC) as
well as the effect of short-range correlations (SRC) and
of tensor correlations. In the dispersion-relation model of
Mahaux and collaborators [7],mk has the same radial (r)
dependence as the Hartree-Fock potential, whereasmE is
enhanced at the nuclear surface.

Only recently havese, e0pd data become available at
large missing momentumpm (corresponding to a large ini-
tial momentum of the struck proton) where such theoretical
ideas can be tested. The208Pbse, e0pd cross sections mea-

sured by Bobeldijket al. [9], for example, extend up to
pm  500 MeVyc. Comparison of these data with vari-
ous theoretical predictions [10–16] indicated that, whereas
LRC were essential for understanding results obtained for
low-lying final states in207Tl, SRC had little or no effect.
On the other hand, for continuum final states [17] in207Tl
the inclusion of both LRC and SRC seemed necessary to
bring the calculations closer to the data, although a dis-
crepancy persists that increases with excitation energy.

In this Letter we present a novel approach for com-
paring radial wave functions extracted from inelastic
electron-scattering data and from electron-induced proton
knockout data. Consider a pureMl transition, such as the
M3 transition from the31 ground state to the01 excited
state of10B at 1.74 MeV. In the single-particle model the
ground state is described by a stretcheds1p3y2d2 configu-
ration, and the excited state is reached by inverting the
angular momentum of one nucleon. Thus, in the absence
of $ 2h̄v admixtures, the magnetic form factor for this
transition is determined by a single-nucleon radial wave
function, here denoted asRe,e0srd, such that

FM3sqd ~ q
Z `

0
fRe,e0srdg2j2sqrdr2 dr , (1)

whereq is the momentum transfer. This equation can be
inverted by standard techniques based on Fourier-Bessel
transforms [18,19] to yieldRe,e0srd. The results of such
an analysis, including corrections for meson-exchange
currents, were published recently [20,21].

Similarly, in the plane-wave impulse approximation
(PWIA) the se, e0pd missing-momentum distribution
for single-nucleon knockout from the same orbital is
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described by the Fourier transform of an overlap function,
here denoted asRe,e0psrd, such that

rspmd ~

É Z `

0
Re,e0psrdj1spmrdr2 dr

É2
. (2)

Thus, the radial overlap function can also be extracted
from se, e0pd using Fourier-Bessel techniques. The de-
pendence ofRe,e0psrd on the final state of the residual nu-
cleus, with missing energyEm, remains implicit.

At the level of the mean-field approximation, both
radial functions would have the same form, such that
Re,e0srd ~ Re,e0psrd ~ fsrd where fsrd is a normalized
eigenfunction of the mean field. However, nonlocality
corrections, correlations, and nuclear dynamics may have
different effects on the radial functions appropriate to
these two reactions. Hence, it is useful to introduce
correction factors such thatRasrd ~

p
hasrd fsrd, where

a distinguishes between reactions, namely,se, e0d or
se, e0pd. For example, according to Ma and Wambach
[15,16] one should identifyhe,e0p with an effective-
mass correction to the quasiparticle wave function,
mpsr, Emdym. Similarly, one could argue that the form
factor measured by electron scattering should be com-
pared with a Hartree-Fock wave function, including the
nonlocality correction represented by thek mass, that
optimizes the single-particle model such thathe,e0 cor-
responds tomksrdym. Although we cannot justify such
interpretations rigorously without further developments in
many-body theory, it is reasonable to expect that theh

factors for both reactions should approach unity at very
large distances. Therefore, we define the nonlocality ratio

ksrd 
he,e0psrd
he,e0sr d

~

√
Re,e0psrd
Re,e0srd

!2

(3)

as the ratio between theseh factors and requirek !
1 for r ! `. Thus, if he,e0 ~ mksrdym and he,e0p ~

mpsr , Emdym, we would expect to find that the ratio
of radial functions extracted fromse, e0d and se, e0pd
experiments resembles theE mass, such thatksr , Emd ~

mEsr , Emdym.
The 10Bse, e0pd data employed to investigate these

ideas were taken from an experiment performed at the
medium-energy electron accelerator at NIKHEF. The
energy, duty factor, and average current of the beam
were 407.3 6 0.2 MeV, 1%, and1.5 mA, respectively.
The target consisted of boron powder, enriched in
10B, hot pressed with 2% polystyrene binder into a
1.3 3 3.8 cm2 wafer of thickness101.6 mgycm2. Scat-
tered electrons and knocked-out protons were detected
using two high-resolution magnetic spectrometers [22].
The measurements were performed in parallel kinemat-
ics, where the ejected proton is detected parallel to the
momentum transfer$q. The outgoing proton energy in
the center of momentum frame was kept constant at
Tcm  120 MeV. Further details can be found else-
where [23].

Separate runs were performed to calibrate the beam
energy, spectrometer acceptances, and coincidence effi-
ciency. The data were analyzed using methods described
elsewhere [24], yielding a total systematic uncertainty of
5%–6%. The reduced cross section, defined as the sixfold
differential cross section divided by the off-shell electron-
proton cross sectionscc1

ep as given by De Forest [25] and
by the appropriate kinematic factor, is shown in Fig. 1.

The spectrum exhibits two sharp peaks, corresponding
to the 3

2
2 ground state and the52

2 state at 2.429 MeV
in 9Be, followed by broad, overlapping resonances. A
detailed analysis [23] showed that the spectrum is domi-
nated by,  1 knockout up toEx . 19 MeV, and by
,  0 knockout above that value.

Figure 2 shows momentum distributions obtained by
integrating over the six main,  1 structures in the spec-
trum. These are compared to two distorted-wave impulse
approximation (DWIA) calculations [26–28] using dif-
ferent phenomenological and microscopic potentials [29].
For each of the,  1 transitions it was found that the rms
radius extracted for the overlap wave function was insen-
sitive (,3%) to the description of final-state interaction
(FSI) or other subtle effects. This lends confidence to the
degree of model independence achieved in the determina-
tion of overlap wave functions from the10Bse, e0pd data.

The next step in the analysis was to transform the data
for the six,  1 structures tor space. Distortions were
first removed by multiplying these, e0pd data with the
ratio of PWIA to DWIA calculations, where the micro-
scopic potential was used to compute the proton distor-
tions. The resulting “plane wave” momentum distribution
was then transformed using the Fourier-Bessel (FB) trans-
formation codeFOUBES [18,19]. Since thepm range of
our 10Bse, e0pd data is rather small (0 1.35 fm21) only a
few FB coefficients are determined by the data. This can
partly be remedied by choosing a large value for the cutoff
radius,Rc  11 fm. Furthermore, the shapes of the fitted
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FIG. 1. 10Bse, e0pd excitation energy spectrum obtained at a
missing momentumkpml  80 MeVyc. The main structures
are labeled by their (tentative) spin-parity assignments.
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FIG. 2. 10Bse, e0pd momentum distributions for variousEx in-
tervals, offset by successive powers of 10. The curves represent
optical-model calculations performed with microscopic (solid
lines) and phenomenological potentials (dashed lines).

wave functions have been biased with a Woods-Saxon de-
pendence beyondr  6 fm in order to damp oscillations
that would occur in an unconstrained FB analysis.

The results are shown in Fig. 3, together with the1p
3
2

wave function extracted from the10Bse, e0d data [20,21].
Different radial sensitivities are observed for the10Bse, e0d
and se, e0pd data. By virtue of the existence of form
factor data up to high momentum transfer,q . 4 fm21,
the se, e0d wave function is well determined in the nuclear
interior. These, e0pd wave functions, on the other hand,
are better determined at the nuclear surface.

Finally, the nonlocality ratiosksr , Emd were obtained
by evaluating the experimental ratiosRe,e0psrdyRe,e0srd.
The ksr , Emd data were fitted using a parametrization of
the effective E mass suggested by Ma and Wambach
[15,16], such that

ksr, Emd  1 1 bysEmdgsrd 1 bssEmdg0srd , (4)

where gsrd is a Fermi function that approximately fol-
lows the radial density of10B. In this model, the
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FIG. 3. The 1p 3

2
wave functions extracted from the

10Bse, e0pd data andse, e0d data (bottom curve) by means of
the Fourier-Bessel technique for variousEx intervals. The
abscissa represents the relative core-particle separation, and
the normalization is such that4p

R`

0 fRsrdg2r2 dr  1. The
se, e0pd curves are offset by successive powers of 10.

free parametersbysEmd and bssEmd represent volume
and surface effects, respectively. The normalization of
Re,e0psrdyRe,e0srd was also treated as a free parameter and
used to enforce the constraintksr , Emd ! 1 for large r.
In order to obtain good fits to the data the radius parame-
ter R, contained ingsrd, must be allowed to increase
with Em (from 2.6 to 3.4 fm). In Fig. 4 the experimen-
tal ratios for the six,  1 regions are compared to fits
based on Eq. (4). Note that the uncertainties related to
the treatment of the FSI (see Fig. 2) and exchange cur-
rents [27,28] are small compared to the error bars dis-
played in Fig. 4. For smallEm we find that the volume
effect dominates and that the nonlocality ratios exhibit
a surprisingly strong central depression. As the missing
energy increases, a strong enhancement of theksr , Emd
develops at the surface while the interior depression
decreases. This observation is independent of the nor-
malization ofRe,e0p. Although this surface enhancement
is qualitatively similar to the effectiveE mass proposed
by Ma and Wambach for208Pb and40Ca [15,16], the ef-
fect we find for10B is considerably stronger. These re-
sults suggest that coupling to surface modes is stronger for
light, highly deformed nuclei than for medium to heavy
spherical nuclei.
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FIG. 4. The nonlocality ratio ksr , Emd extracted from
10Bse, e0pd data. The variousEx intervals are vertically
displaced from each other by 2 units. Also shown are fits
based on a parametrization of the nucleon effective mass from
Refs. [15,16].

In summary, it has been shown that ratios of1p3y2

radial wave functions derived from precise10Bse, e0pd
and10Bse, e0d data evolve from an interior depression for
small Em to a surface-peaked enhancement for largerEm.
These observations can possibly be interpreted in terms of
models of the quasiparticle effective mass, but both effects
are stronger for10B than expected from calculations for
heavy nuclei.
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